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yogaś-citta-vr̥tti-nirodhaḥ ॥yoga sutra 1.2॥- Yoga calms down the restlessness within us.

tadā draṣṭuḥ svarūpe-'vasthānam ॥yoga sutra 1.3॥ And that is how we can see and realize our own

true nature

heyam dukham anagatham ॥yoga sutra 2.16॥ (Yoga is) a way to prevent future pain

Yoga is a wholistic practice that helps connect mind and body to be able to reach a physical , mental and

spiritual sense of well-being, leading to enhanced quality of life, strengthened relationships and good

physical and mental health. The eight-step practice of yoga as outlined by Sage Patanjali over 5000 years

ago, includes principles of personal living with integrity and hygiene, developing and living a sense of

social responsibility, a commitment to, and practice of, personal physical and mental health, providing a

path to ultimate self-awareness, and spirituality. While the practice of yoga is time-tested and mostly

has been viewed as preventive in nature, the realization of its potential in the curative and healing

aspect of health, and its application in modern medicine is quite recent, and continues to evolve.

Yoga in medicine:

In recent years, yoga has been evolving to becoming a tool for healing ailments, and a branch of yoga

called “yoga therapy” is quietly being developed. Traditionally, yoga has been coupled with ayurveda for

healing a troubled mind and body, and to trigger the body’s natural healing mechanisms. Currently, it is

increasingly being recognized by, and associated with western medicine, and its potential for healing

both physical and mental ailments is being increasingly explored using modern research methodologies.

It is being used in rehab centers to cure mental illnesses, addictions, in prisons to rehabilitate felons so

that people can learn to introspect, become self-aware, make objective decisions and practice

appropriate behaviors. This is the recent, exciting cutting-edge development in the field of yoga that is

based on this amazing, 5000 year old ancient wisdom, gifted to us by our forefathers. Psychologists,

psychiatrists and other mental health professionals are using yoga to treat many mental ailments in a

variety of age groups. Cardiologists are prescribing yogic practices to ameliorate cardiovascular

conditions. Physical and occupational therapists are using yoga therapeutically to enhance the physical

health of their patients, and it is being proven as an efficacious treatment approach, the use of which

ranges from kids with autism, to seniors with strokes, from balance disorders, to painful and

dysfunctional neck, back and joint issues, from athletes to weekend warriors, computer professionals to

busy homemakers.

The Chemistry in yoga: Alchemy

Recent research is discovering that yoga is able to positively influence the chemistry of the body, and

help balance the hormonal system, that can be the cause of many metabolic, as well as mental and

neurological conditions. It has been shown to affect the autonomous nervous system, that affects

cardiovascular, gastro-intestinal and kidney function, and also metabolic conditions like diabetes and

neurological conditions such as multiple sclerosis. It has been shown to be an effective pain

management tool . Disease processes are shown to be positively affected by practicing Yoga

therapeutically, via the ability of yoga practices to positively influence the body chemistry. Yoga is



increasingly being used as an adjunct to treatment of cancers, chronic pain and other disorders including

auto-immune conditions in various stages, for various effects including improving mood, enhancing

energy, balancing the hormonal system, reducing depression and anxiety. It has been shown to reduce

production of stress hormones, which then can lead to a more “rest and relaxation” effect, rather than a

“fright and flight” response. Physiological stress signs, such as increased heart rate, high blood pressure

that happen during stressful situations or during anger episodes can all be “calmed” down. One can

therefore react to situations in a more even-keeled manner, thereby resulting in good judgement and

avoiding “over-reacting” and anxiety attacks.

The Physics of yoga:

The mechanical effects of yoga follows natural biophysics principles of movement, thereby creating

improved physical alignment of the body and a harmonious dance of movements. The “awareness”

created by yogic practices can reduce and correct physical stressors on the different bones and muscles,

thereby improving physical performance, whether it is an athlete recovering from a sports injury, a

computer professional suffering from neck and hand pain, or a home maker struggling with the day to

day performance of household chores. Not only does yoga have a huge “preventive” role in these cases,

but also has a major “curative” role, if practiced correctly under the proper guidance of a trained

medical professional. The principles of yoga can be effectively leveraged and applied with appropriate

modifications according to the situation, by properly trained physical therapists to address treatment of

a variety of physical ailments that plague their patients, using biomechanics and smooth movements

that are intrinsic to the practice of hatha yoga, that includes practice of pranayamas and asanas. While

use of hatha yoga are directly effective in treating physical ailments, the wholistic nature of yoga,

whereby the mind can be leveraged to influence the physical body is an additional powerful tool, too

often overlooked by traditional western medicine practitioners. Yoga therapy, along with other adjunct

therapies, is proving to be efficacious in managing pain, reducing swelling, promoting healing, as well as

in increasing strength, flexibility and overall physical performance.

The Epigenetics of Yoga

Last , but not the least, exciting , cutting edge research in the field of yoga is proving that regular, and

constant practice of yoga has been able to positively influence human genetics. Chronic conditions and

inflammation have been shown to improve along with alterations in the DNA, associated with the

practice of yoga. While manifestation of the positive effects of epigenetics can take time, it has,

nonetheless, been shown to trigger a positive change in gene expression. This is indeed an exciting

discovery that can have profound effects on the future of certain genetic-related conditions and their

manifestations, offering an adjunct preventative and treatment approach to such conditions.

Leveraging the wholistic nature of yoga

Because of yoga’s wholistic nature, it can be applied to mental illnesses, starting with the use of simple

physical practices including the breath as a handle to the mind. Thereby, it is proving to be a valuable,

natural, long-lasting, non-pharmaceutical solution to many disorders of the mind. Mental health

practitioners are often using and modifying the physical breath as a handle to the mind and to enhance

self-awareness and consciousness. Similarly, physical therapists can use the breath, mindful nature of

yoga to access the different parts of the body to create inner sensory awareness, thereby being able to



influence and access innate, self-healing tendencies of the human mind and body, harmonize movement

and restore optimal physical alignment.

Summary:

We currently live in a very exciting time where the wisdom and brilliance of our ancient ancestors is

slowly being validated and affirmed in the enhancement of all aspects of well-being , and the continued

application of the ancient principles of yoga to our modern lifestyles is indeed something to look

proudly forward to- Behold the advent of east finally meeting the west!!

PS: A word of caution: Yoga can be a double-edged sword, and can contribute to worsening conditions if

not practiced in the appropriate manner, or guided correctly. Since yoga therapy is an up and coming

field today, the process of certification and the training of “yoga therapists” is not standardized, and

may not be of sufficient depth or breath. Make sure to probe the credentials of the “yoga therapists”

whose treatment you seek, to ensure they have the appropriate background to treat your condition. For

example, when seeking to use yoga therapy for treatment of a physical ailment, ensure that the “yoga

therapist” has sufficient credentials and background in treatment of that particular condition. Not all

yoga therapists have sufficient knowledge and skills to treat physical conditions. And not all physical

therapists have sufficient knowledge and skills in yoga to use it appropriately in a therapeutic setting.
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